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We study the spatial distribution of quantum noise in singly resonant second-harmonic generation. Cal-
culations are performed below threshold for spatial modulational instability. For parameters for which the
intracavity fields are modulationally stable the spatial spectrum shows maximum squeezing at k  0, whereas
under conditions of modulational instability we find maximum squeezing at finite wave number jkj kc , where
kc corresponds to the classical critical wave number. © 2002 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 270.0270, 270.6570, 190.0190, 190.4410.x2 frequency-conversion processes have proved to be
efficient for generating quantum correlated light1 as
well as complex spatial structures.2 – 4 The synthesis
of these two phenomena has led to the develop-
ment of a new research field of spatial quantum
structures.5 – 8 Including spatial degrees of freedom,
nonclassical phenomena such as squeezing, anti-
bunching, and entanglement appear as functions of
transverse coordinates.9,10 Our study of these states
of light in the spatial domain is motivated by a basic
interest in their quantum properties as well as in
applications in the realm of low-noise image analysis
and precision measurements.11 – 13
Parametric downconversion, in which a photon
at 2v is annihilated to create two photons at v, is
the basic physical process that leads to nonclassical
correlations in the outputs of the optical parametric
oscillator and the optical parametric amplif ier. A
number of studies of the oscillator and the amplif ier
that included diffraction have revealed that signa-
tures of the two-photon process are also present in
the spatial structure of the f ield, so spatial squeezing,
twin beams, and entanglement are all predicted to
appear.5,6,10 The complementary process of second-
harmonic generation (SHG), in which two photons at
v are annihilated to create one at 2v, is also known
to produce nonclassical radiation f ields. We demon-
strate here that intracavity SHG also leads to spatial
squeezing in both fundamental and harmonic outputs.
In this Letter we are concerned with singly resonant
intracavity SHG. In this system the cavity is pumped
by a coherent wave at fundamental frequency v1,
whereas the generated second harmonic at v2  2v1
is nonresonant. In Ref. 14 it was shown that in
the phase-mismatched configuration a transverse
modulational instability exists that is the basis for a
rich spectrum of spatial patterns. Although there is
no threshold for the generation of the second harmonic
(its strength increases with the intensity of the pump
wave), a definite threshold exists for the onset of
modulational instability. However, even below the
instability threshold, precursors of the spatial patterns
can be seen in the spatial distribution of noise. These0146-9592/02/020110-03$15.00/0below-threshold images have been studied in detail
in the optical parametric oscillator (OPO).15 Here we
analyze the below-threshold spatial distribution of
quantum noise in singly resonant intracavity SHG.
The scaled quantized equations that describe singly
resonant intracavity SHG are





2 gjAˆy1 1 Aˆ2, inAˆ, 1, in , (1a)
Aˆ2, out  gjAˆ21 1 Aˆ2, in . (1b)
Equations (1) are a generalization, including diffrac-
tion, of the two-photon-loss model studied previously in
Refs. 16 and 17 and extended by Cabrillo et al.18,19 to
include phase mismatch. Aˆ1 and Aˆ2 are the annihila-
tion operators for the fundamental and the second har-
monic, respectively, with additional operators Aˆ1, in and
Aˆ2, in for the input fields. They satisfy the commuta-
tion relations Aˆj r, t, Aˆ
y
jr0, t0  cjdr 2 r0dt 2 t0,
etc., where r and r0 are transverse spatial coordinates
and cj are constants that follow from the scalings of
the spatial and temporal variables given in Ref. 14.
D is the scaled detuning of the fundamental, and the
phase-mismatch of the SHG process is accounted for
by the functions f j  i2j 1 exp2i2j 2 1j2 and
gj  expi2j 2 1j, where j  DkL, Dk is the
phase mismatch, and L is the length of the nonlinear
crystal. The equations are given in the ideal situation
in which the only cavity loss is the transmission of the
input coupler.
The input–output relation20 for the fundamental
cavity field expressed in the scaled amplitudes is
Aˆ1, out  2Aˆ1 2 Aˆ1, in. Assuming coherent and vacuum
state inputs in the fundamental and the second har-
monic, respectively, stationary classical solutions A01
and A02 of Eqs. (1) are obtained (see Ref. 14 for de-
tails). Within the semiclassical approximation21 we
obtain linearized Langevin equations by substituting
Aˆ ! A0 1 b for all the operators in the equations.
Fluctuating terms b can be taken to be classical© 2002 Optical Society of America
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b2, in are delta correlated sources introduced to rep-
resent the quantum input noise. The semi-classical
method can be used in the limit where the f luctuations
are small compared with the classical mean values
such that the following linearized equations are valid:
≠tb1  21 1 iDb1 1 2f j jA01j2b1 1 f jA021 b1
1 i=2b1 2 g
jA01 b2,in 1 b1, in , (2a)
b1, out  2b1 2 b1, in , (2b)
b2, out  2gjA01b1 1 b2, in . (2c)





dtbj r, texpik ? r 1 vt, j  1, 2,
we can solved Eq. (2a) explicitly for Fourier compo-
nents b1k,v and b1 2k,2v. Substituting the
solutions into Eqs. (2b) and (2c), we obtain the out-
put Fourier components bj , outk,v. Using these
solutions, we form the far-field output quadrature
amplitudes:
Pj , outu,k,v  bj , outk,vexp2iu
1 bj , outk,2vexpiu , (3)
where u specif ies the quadrature of interest. The al-
gebraic formulas are lengthy and are not given here.
The spectrum of output quadrature noise at a
point in the far field characterized by k is defined as
Sj u,k,v  jPj , outu,k, vj2jPj , inu,k,vj2.
The spectrum can be written in the form
Sj u,k,v h1k1 h2kcos2u1 h3ksin2udk,
where hj k are lengthy expressions that depend on
k  jkj and the cavity parameters. For k . 0 these
noise spectra are independent of the quadrature angle,
and the noise is above the shot-noise level set by a
coherent state of light, i.e., Sj u,k,v $ 1.22 Hence
individual points in the far f ield possess no quantum
signatures. The same behavior is found in a quantum
analysis of the OPO.23
However, by observing correlations between two
conjugated points in the far field it is possible to beat
the shot-noise level. For that purpose we introduce
the quadratures P1j , outu,k,v  Pj , outu,k,v 1
Pj , outu,2k,v, which correspond to using a local-
oscillator f ield proportional to cosk ? r in the near





jPj , outu,k,vj2 1 Pj , outu,k,vPj , outu,2k,v
jPj , inu,k,vj2
,
where we have used the fact that jPj , out/inu,k,vj2 
jPj , out/inu,2k,vj2. S1j u,k,v is the spatial spec-
trum of squeezing9 that describes f luctuationsobtained by addition of the quadratures measured at
k and 2k in the far field. The first term is just the
noise from the individual directions; the second term
accounts for the two-point correlations and ref lects
the two-photon nature of the x 2 process, as is well
known, in particular from the OPO. When the second
term dominates we can have S1j u,k,v , 1, which is
a nonclassical effect.
First, we focus on the ideally phase-matched and
resonant case j  D  0 for which no spatial insta-
bility exists in the system.14 The spatial spectra of
squeezing in this case are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function
of transverse wave number k for both the fundamental
and the second harmonic. We note that in this case
A01 is real, so S
1
1 u  0 and S
1
1 u  p2 correspond to
the amplitude and the phase quadratures, respectively.
However, A02 in this case is purely imaginary, it identi-
fies S12 u  0 as the phase quadrature spectrum and
S12 u  p2 as the amplitude quadrature spectrum.
For k  0 we find optimum squeezing of 23 in the fun-
damental (obtained for A01  1
p
6 ), which reproduces
the result of Paschotta et al.17 in the absence of diffrac-
tion. The maximum possible squeezing of 19 in the
second harmonic is obtained for A01 ! `. We see that
the best squeezing is obtained for k  0, which is gener-
ally the case for parameters for which no spatial insta-
bility is found in the system. As k increases to f inite
values, the degree of squeezing is reduced. The char-
acteristic spatial bandwidth ref lects the relative role
of diffraction. Using the scalings given in Ref. 14, we
have that k˜  k
p
2gk0n2c , where k˜ is the value of k in
physical units, g is the cavity decay rate, k0 is the vac-
uum wave number, n is the index of refraction, and c
is the speed of light. Thus, as decay rate g increases,
the relative role of diffraction is reduced and the spa-
tial bandwidth of the squeezing gets wider.
For other system parameters a spatial instability ex-
ists at a f inite transverse wave number. For these pa-
rameters the best squeezing is achieved at a transverse
wave number that approaches the critical instability
wave number predicted by linear stability analysis.14
As is shown in Fig. 2, increasing the pump toward
threshold improves the squeezing at a transverse wave
Fig. 1. Squeezing spectra for the amplitude (solid curves)
and the phase (dashed curves) quadratures as a function of
transverse wave number for D j  v  0 and A01  1
p
6 .
The thinner and thicker curves are the fundamental and
the second harmonic, respectively.
112 OPTICS LETTERS / Vol. 27, No. 2 / January 15, 2002Fig. 2. Squeezing spectra for the S11 u  0 quadrature for
D 0, j  5, v  0, and jA01j2  0.6 (thinner curve), jA01j2 
1.3, (dashed curve), and jA01j2  2.5 (bolder solid curve).
The threshold for spatial instability sets in at jA01j2  3.56.
number that approaches the critical value kc p
D 1 DNL , which is 1.73 for the parameters used in
the figure.
This behavior is closely related to that found by Lu-
giato and Gatti6 in the OPO. They showed there that
maximum squeezing occurs at k  0 in the absence of
modulational instability and at k  kc when there is
modulational instability. Significant differences be-
tween the OPO and SHG are that for the OPO the
oscillation threshold coincides with the threshold for
transverse instability such that DNL  0 and kc 
p
D
and that below the threshold for modulational instabil-
ity the squeezing manifests itself as squeezed vacuum
f luctuations. In SHG there is always a finite output
field, so DNL  2 Im f  jA1, thresholdj2 is not zero, and we
obtain spatial squeezing of a bright f ield with a coher-
ent amplitude. In addition, whereas in the OPO the
squeezing becomes asymptotically perfect at k  kc,
such is not the case in SHG.
Finally, we note that although the results given
here predict the generation of spatial squeezing in
intracavity second-harmonic generation, Eq. (1a)
describes a broader range of optical interactions.
When phase mismatch j is an integer multiple of
p, the real part of function f vanishes and g  0 so
Eq. (1a) then coincides with the quantized version of
the Lugiato–Lefever model24 for a Kerr medium in a
cavity. The results given in Fig. 1 therefore describe
the squeezing spectra for a Kerr nonlinearity in an
optical cavity. Furthermore, as was shown in Ref. 5,
the quantized version of the Lugiato–Lefever model
implies nonclassical twin-beam intensity correlations
between the beams emitted off axis under conditions
of spatial instability. Although such is not shown
explicitly here, we suspect that similar twin-beam
correlations are also present for a wider range of
phase-mismatch values in SHG.Support from the European Science Foundation
PHASE network is acknowledged. M. Saffman is an
A. P. Sloan Foundation fellow; his e-mail address is
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